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Abstract

The complexity of parallel programming greatly limits the

effectiveness of chip-multiprocessors (CMPs). This pa-

per presents the case for task superscalar pipelines, an ab-

straction of traditional out-of-order superscalar pipelines,

that orchestrates an entire chip-multiprocessor in the same

degree out-of-order pipelines manage functional units.

Task superscalar leverages an emerging class of task-

based dataflow programming models to relieve program-

mers from explicitly managing parallel resources. We posit

that task superscalar overcome many of the limitations of

instruction-level out-of-order pipelines, and provide a scal-

able interface for CMPs.

1 Introduction

It is widely believed that power and technological con-

straints only allow processor performance to scale by in-

creasing on-chip parallelism. Consequently, CMPs gain

more and more popularity. However, the complexity of

traditional parallel programming models is currently im-

peding programmer from harvesting performance [2].

But a promising new class of task-based dataflow pro-

gramming models such as StarSs [3], RapidMind [22], and

Sequoia [12], combine dataflow principles with task-level

parallelism (TLP). These models implicitly schedule work

and data, thereby relieving the programmer of explicitly

managing parallelism.

These models share conceptual similarities with out-of-

order superscalar pipelines, such as dynamic data depen-

dency analysis and dataflow scheduling. Effectively, by

using tasks as a basic work unit, this flow embodies a hy-

brid von-Neumann / Dataflow execution model [17].

In this paper we present the case for Task Superscalar

Pipelines, an abstraction of ILP out-of-order superscalar

pipelines that employs processor cores as functional units,

and manage a CMP as a large-scale, task-level, out-of-

order processor. Task superscalar provides a common

execution platform for task-based dataflow programming

models, by capturing their conceptual similarities to out-

of-order superscalar execution. Importantly, these include

hiding much of the internal parallelism from the program-

mer, and facilitating a unified CMP management layer.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses

related work. Section 3 advocates managed parallelism

through the use of task-based dataflow programming mod-

els. Section 4 then outlines task superscalar pipelines, and

Section 5 discusses how using tasks can overcome ILP lim-

itations. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The performance scalability of hardware parallelism,

alongside the notoriety of explicit parallel programming,

pushed the task of uncovering parallelism down to the

compiler and hardware, which operate at ILP level. The

most common examples of ILP designs are dynamically-

scheduled out-of-order processors, which maintain a win-

dow of pending instructions, and dynamically schedule

them in a dataflow manner [27].

The amount of ILP uncovered by an out-of-order pro-

cessor directly depends on the size of its instruction win-

dow — which in turn motivated studies attempting to scale

the effective window size. For example, Kilo-Instruction

Processors [7] scale the window through segmentation and

checkpointing, in order to overcome memory latencies.

Alternatively, thread-level speculation techniques such as

Multiscalar [34] and Trace Processors [30] split a large

window into small speculative threads. Nevertheless, com-

mon wisdom suggests further scaling of ILP is not feasible.

In parallel, explicit dataflow architectures have been

viewed as an alternative to the von-Neumann execution

model. The past few decades have therefore seen inter-

mittent studies on instruction-level dataflow architectures

[1, 9, 11, 25, 26, 40]. However, inherent synchronization

issues prevented such designs from scaling [17]. More-

over, these designs failed to support memory semantics of

imperative languages such as C/C++ and Fortran [8].



The topic was recently revisited by TRIPS [6, 32] and

WaveScalar [37], which put emphasis on supporting man-

aged parallelism and imperative languages. But like previ-

ous ILP dataflow architectures, these designs are still sus-

ceptible to memory and communications latencies.

The recent shift towards CMPs spurred research into

task-level parallel programming models. Such models in-

clude task-based dataflow programming models such as

StarSs [3, 28], RapidMind [22], Sequoia [12], applica-

tion specific dataflow backends [36], as well as stream-

ing models such as StreamIt [38]. In contrast to task-

based dataflow models which implicitly manage paral-

lelism, streaming programming models require splitting

the code into functional kernels, and explicitly expose the

dataflow across kernels. The kernels are then mapped

to computing elements, allowing data to stream through

them. Variants such as OpenCL also support dynamic

scheduling, but still need programs to explicitly express

kernel and data dependencies through event graphs.

CMPs have also motivated research into explicit hard-

ware support for tasks, such as Carbon [21] and ADM [31],

which use hardware task queues to support fast task dis-

patch and stealing, and MLCA [18] that manages global

dependencies using a universal register file.

Task superscalar, proposed in this paper, provides

coarse-grain managed parallelism through a dynamic

dataflow execution model. Task superscalar supports im-

perative programming on large-scale CMPs without any

fundamental changes to the micro-architecture.

3 Task-Based Managed Parallelism

Processor performance has historically scaled by increas-

ing hardware parallelism and processing frequencies. With

the latter nullified by power and technological constraints,

parallelism is now the only means of scaling performance.

But parallel programming is not trivial. Programmers

therefore typically prefer sequential programming, and not

be burdened with explicit parallelism. This HW/SW dis-

parity is known as the parallelism gap, and explicit parallel

programming is still considered an artisan’s job.

As a result, high-performance uniprocessors manage

parallelism by providing the programmer with a sequen-

tial interface, and relying on either compilers or hardware

runtime systems to uncover parallelism and manage par-

allel resources. This has proven very effective in high-

performance ILP architectures, namely out-of-order [27]

and VLIW [13]. The parallelism gap therefore motivates

efforts towards large-scale managed parallelism [16].

Inevitably, ILP alone can no longer serve as a perfor-

mance catalyst, as technological constraints prevent scal-

ing instruction windows. Moreover, most available ILP

is already used to hide memory latencies rather than par-

allel execution. Performance can therefore only scale by

increasing the number of on-chip processors. In turn, the
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Figure 1: Available task parallelism in sample kernels, as un-

covered by StarSs [3, 28] using a task window size of 8K tasks.

coarse-grain parallelism implied by CMPs brings forth the

full impact of the parallelism gap.

Task-level parallelism thus appears like a natural candi-

date for CMP-level managed parallel environments. Ex-

plicit annotations of function/task operands’ directional-

ity uncovers tasks’ data requirements, thereby positioning

tasks as abstract instructions with variable runtime.

This abstraction fosters adapting existing ILP dataflow

analysis techniques to manage parallelism, either at stat-

ically, a-la VLIW, or dynamically, like out-of-order de-

signs. This paper focuses on dynamic analysis.

3.1 Task-Based Dataflow Prog. Models

Task-based dataflow programming models enable pro-

grammers to tag functions in a manner that identifies their

inputs and outputs to the runtime system. The runtime can

then reason about data dependencies and execute the func-

tions as tasks in a dataflow manner, thus relieving program-

mers from explicitly managing parallelism. Such models

include StarSs [3, 28], RapidMind [22], Sequoia [12].

Tagging functions is performed by annotating their

operands as either input, output, or both. As operands com-

monly consist of memory addresses (pointers), their di-

rectionality provides the function’s dependency structure.

Calling tagged functions requires no special syntax.

At runtime, a master thread begins executing the main

function. Whenever an annotated function is invoked, the

runtime system encapsulates the function code and the

operand values with which it was called (where values

can be either scalars or memory addresses) to create a de-

ferred computational task. Values consisting of memory

addresses are checked against previous uses of the mem-

ory regions they point to in order to identify inter-task data

dependencies. The newly created task is then added to the

task dependency graph. In addition, the runtime can also

break anti-dependencies by renaming entire memory ob-

jects. Consequently, task execution is asynchronous, and

spawning threads do not block and continue to execute (po-

tentially spawning more tasks).

The runtime generated task graph enables the task

scheduler to reason about data dependencies and plan task



execution and data transfers ahead of time, thereby em-

ploying a dataflow execution model. For example, variants

of StarSs [3, 4, 28] hide memory latencies by overlapping

computation and data transfers.

Figure 1 demonstrate the effectiveness of these models

in uncovering task-level parallelism, by showing the num-

ber of parallel tasks available throughout the execution of

common computational kernels1. Parallelism was uncov-

ered by analyzing a window of the most recently created

8K tasks (using StarSs/Cell B.E. task traces) — similar to

the modus-operandi of out-of-order pipelines.

The figure shows that the models uncover dozens to hun-

dreds of parallel tasks at most given times. This is most

evident with kernels exhibiting simple task dependency

structures such as MatMul, FFT, and Knn, all having hun-

dreds of parallel tasks at all given times. But even kernels

with complex dependency structures such as H264 (diago-

nal wavefront), Jacobi (neighboring block dependencies),

and Choleski (multiple wavefronts) exhibit substantial task

parallelism. For example, H264 peaks at ∼100 parallel

tasks when its wavefront is at maximum width, whereas

Choleski, despite its variability, enjoys over 200 parallel

tasks during most of its execution.

In summary, these results demonstrate the premise

of task-based managed parallelism, as an abstraction of

instructions-level out-of-order pipelines. Moreover, the

generality of such models makes them natural backends

for higher-level paradigms, such as functional languages,

MapReduce [10], Intel Ct [14], and Cnc [19].

Finally, it is important to note that these models effec-

tively relax the memory model requirements, due to the

availability of dataflow information. In turn, this gives way

to the utilization of memory models such as DAG consis-

tency [5] or bulk consistency [39]. DAG-like consistency

is in fact used to manage non-coherent local memories in

the Cell B.E. variant of StarSs [3].

3.2 Task Granularity

Task granularity presents a fundamental tradeoff between

performance and programmability. While smaller tasks are

typically more intuitive to the programmer, the overhead

of decoding task dependencies can prevent these models

from scaling. Indicatively, given a task decode latency of

L, the minimal time required to decode enough tasks to

utilize P processors is T = L ×P. Tasks whose runtime

is shorter than T will therefore finish before a new task

is assigned to the processor, thereby impeding processor

utilization. Rico et al. measured L at ∼4us for the Cell

B.E. variant of StarSs [29]. Repeating this measurement

on a 2.66GHz Intel Core Duo averaged L at ∼1us. But

even a 1us overhead imposes a minimum task runtime of

1Kernels include blocked matrix multiplication (MatMul), fast Fourier

transform (FFT), Choleski factorization, K-nearest neighbors classifica-

tion (Knn), Jacobi solver, and decoding an H264 HD frame.
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Figure 2: The proposed task pipeline, highlighting its fron-

tend: the Decode and Dispatch stages, consisting of a Task

Decode Unit, Object Versioning Tables (OVT), and the

Multiplexed Reservation Stations (MRS).

100us on a 100 processor CMP, suggesting that software-

based runtime systems can only scale by greatly increasing

task granularity.

On the other hand, architectural parameters also impose

a minimal task runtime. For example, if the task runtime

is shorter than the time required to transfer the task data

and code to the designated processor, overlapping commu-

nication with computation becomes impossible and mem-

ory latencies prevail. On the Cell B.E. (256KB local stores

connected to 25GB/s links [15]), this occurs when task run-

time fall below 10us — an order of magnitude lower than

the limit imposed by software-based runtimes.

The tradeoff between performance and programma-

bility advocates research in two complementary tracks.

These include designing hardware-based dependency de-

code mechanisms can reduce the overhead of decoding

tasks dependencies by over an order of magnitude, thereby

supporting fine-grain, easy to program tasks. In contrast,

the performance scalability of coarse-grain tasks calls for

research into optimization mechanisms that can adapt task

granularity through task fusion and splitting, to accommo-

date the underlying architecture.

4 The Task Pipeline:

Raising the Level of Abstraction

Task-based dataflow programming models aim to exploit

parallelism at a granularity level much coarser than out-

of-order ILP pipelines. Nevertheless, from an architectural

viewpoint, tasks are no different than abstract instructions

with variable runtime. In this section we highlight the simi-

larities between the operational flow of such programming

models and that of out-of-order pipelines, demonstrating

the abstraction of out-of-order pipelines.

Figure 2 depicts the conceptual design of a task pipeline

for heterogeneous CMPs, and maps it to a traditional out-

of-order pipeline. Table 1 summarizes this mapping.

The task pipeline receives non-speculated tasks from ei-

ther master or worker processors. Task pipelines need not

rely on speculative execution, as operating at task granular-



ILP Superscalar Task Superscalar

Instruction (1ns–10ns)1 Task (≥10us)2

Functional Unit (few) Processors (hundreds)

Fetch Task Generation

Decode Task Dep. Decode

Reservation Stations (RS) Multiplexed RS (MRS)

(inst. in-flight: < 256) (tasks in-flight: > 10K)

Dispatch Task Scheduler

Re-Order Buffer (ROB) Out-of-Order Commit

Register file L1 / Scratchpad Memory
1 Estimated timing of scalar integer and floating-point operations.
2 Based on the architectural parameters of the Cell B.E.

Table 1: Mapping task superscalar to ILP out-of-order pipelines.

ity neglects the overhead incurred by task generators when

resolving branches leading up to the task generation.

The task decode stage then looks up the addresses of

the task operands in object versioning tables listing the lat-

est data producers. Tasks are then stored in multiplexed

reservation stations (MRS) along with the explicit MRS

mappings of its data producers, thus forming a distribted

embedding of the explicit task graph. This flow is equiv-

alent to that of out-of-order ILP pipelines, which includes

decoding operand registers, looking them up in the register

renaming table, and examining the register states. Tasks

then typically wait in the MRS until all their data produc-

ers finish execution, much like instructions pending in the

regular reservation stations.

A task scheduler determines the order in which tasks

are executed, and on which processor. Supporting large

task graphs promotes sophisticated task scheduling that

can provides many runtime optimizations. For example,

pending consumers can be sent to the processors executing

their data producers, thereby saving precious bandwidth by

eliminating data transfers between processor and memory

[4]. Furthermore, we posit the scheduler can even target

GPUs as processing backends, by co-scheduling instances

of the same task type. In addition, the scheduler can be in-

tegrated on top of queuing systems that manage processor

load through work stealing.

Finally, when task execution finishes, its output data

written to memory, and its consumers updated. Notably,

since tasks are non-speculative, they are retired out-of-

order. This provides support for task windows consider-

ably larger than out-of-order instruction windows, by elim-

inating the need for a reorder buffer.

The operational flow of task-based dataflow program-

ming models is a straightforward abstraction of out-of-

order superscalar pipelines. This analogy motivates re-

search into implementing hardware task pipelines, thereby

providing a CMP-wide layer of managed parallelism. Such

exploration should draw from existing knowledge on out-

of-order ILP pipelines. Furthermore, emphasis should

be put on developing efficient (possibly software-based)

scheduling algorithms, that can manage large-scale CMPs.

5 Overcoming ILP Limitations

The scalability of out-of-order pipelines is typically lim-

ited by the inability to efficiently implement and utilize

large instruction windows [7, 24], which in turn limits the

size of the dataflow graph they can observe, and amount of

ILP they can uncover. These limitations can be attributed

to conceptual issues arising from the execution model

(branches, jumps, data anti-dependencies, exceptions), as

well as issues arising from technological and timing con-

straints (synchronization, clocking, memory wall). The

rest of this section discusses how changing work granular-

ity can overcome the inherent limitations of ILP pipelines.

5.1 Task Pipeline Timing

A direct result of the change in work unit granularity is re-

laxing the timing constraints imposed on all the pipeline

components. This is a result of fundamental queuing prin-

ciples: the time needed by a functional unit to process an

instruction dictates the rate in which instruction should be

sent to the unit. The nanosecond granularity in which in-

structions operate, implies a synchronous implementation

of all pipeline components using a global clock.

In contrast, task runtimes are measured in microseconds.

Such granularities allow for asynchronous distributed de-

signs, and do not require a global clock.

Relaxing the timing constraints therefore provide

greater design flexibility, which in turn facilitates imple-

menting task pipelines using scalable components.

5.2 Instruction Window Implementation

The design flexibility accommodated by the relaxed timing

constraints calls for re-evaluating the non-scalable compo-

nents of ILP pipelines — particularly the bypass network

and single-entry reservation stations.

The strict timing constraints of ILP pipelines mandate

the use of non-scalable bus topologies and broadcast-based

communications, which greatly limits the number of reser-

vation stations. In addition, latency constraints inhibit ad-

dressing inside reservation stations, thereby forcing a one-

to-one mapping between in-flight instructions and reserva-

tion stations. As a result, typical ILP pipelines do not scale

beyond 128–256 in-flight instructions.

Conversely, the relaxed timing constraints of task

pipelines support replacing the bypass network with a scal-

able switched NoC, which can support hundreds of reser-

vation stations and processing units.

In addition, relaxing access times to the reservation sta-

tions facilitates storing many tasks in a single station using

dense eDRAM blocks. As task meta-data requires 128B–

1KB of storage, implementing the stations using 256KB

eDRAM blocks supports up to 2048 tasks per station.

Finally, task pipelines need not support precise excep-

tions [35, 33]. Such support, prevalent in ILP pipelines,



requires a pipeline checkpointing mechanisms whose com-

plexity increases with instruction window size. But the

nature of exceptions relieves task pipelines from having

to support them at a global level: I/O Interrupts can be

handled by dedicated processors, whereas Traps and many

Exceptions (page-faults) are task dependent and should be

handled by the assigned processor. Only some Exceptions

might have a global effect, but as these typically represent

erroneous conditions (division by zero, for example), they

can be handled by a software runtime.

5.3 Window Utilization and Speculation

The main runtime limitations of ILP pipelines is sustain-

ing a high instruction throughput given the frequency of

branch instructions. High performance processors there-

fore employ Branch predictors to speculate on the likely

execution path [41]. Such pipelines typically predict the

results of multiple outstanding branches (deep specula-

tion). As a result, most in-flight instructions are spec-

ulated, and many are eventually discarded due to mis-

speculations. Hence, even if larger instruction windows

could be implemented, they cannot be effectively utilized.

Task pipelines on the other hand, are non-speculative,

and employ an asynchronous execution model. As op-

posed to ILP pipelines which use a pull model to fetch

speculated instructions, task pipelines employ a push

model in which the spawning thread/task explicitly pushes

tasks into the pipeline. This distinction is more than se-

mantical, as it transfers the burden of branch resolution to

the task issuer. This also it provides straightforward sup-

port for multiple task generators and nested tasks.

Therefore, the non-speculative nature of task pipelines,

and its support for multiple task generators, facilitates suf-

ficient task throughput to support large-scale parallelism.

5.4 Overcoming The Memory Wall

ILP pipelines are already struggling with the memory wall,

and effectively utilize ILP to hide increasing memory la-

tencies rather than for parallel execution. In addition, all

components in ILP pipelines share a common memory data

link through the L1 cache. But as power and complexity

limitations prevent increasing the number of cache ports,

the memory bandwidth available to the pipeline is limited.

Alternatively, some designs employ large register files to

increase the data window available to functional units. But

as register files have already become a power bottleneck

[23], increasing their size is not feasible.

The memory wall is therefore in conflict with the

von-Neumann execution model, as it breaks the model’s

random-access memory assumption. This understanding

motivated studies into alternative execution models such

as dataflow [1, 9, 11, 25, 26, 40] and intelligent RAM [20].

Task pipelines in contrast, provide a execution model

in which individual tasks execute under the von-Neumann

model, but are globally orchestrated in a dataflow manner.

The random access assumption therefore need not be ad-

hered globally, but only at the individual processor level.

As global dataflow information enables processors to em-

ploy aggregate data transfers (either through DMAs to a

local memory, or prefetching data to a local cache), tasks

are presented with a random-access data memory, in ac-

cordance with the von-Neumann model. Furthermore, as

data is transfered directly from the memory system to the

processors, the task pipeline itself is not a bandwidth bot-

tleneck for the entire system.

Finally, the relaxed timing constraints allow task

pipelines to make use of software schedulers, as opposed

to limited hardware schedulers used in ILP pipelines. This

allows for more flexible scheduling algorithms that can be

better tuned to data locality, memory bandwidth, heteroge-

neous processing, etc. For example, schedulers can save

precious off-chip memory bandwidth by reordering tasks

to facilitate direct data transfers between processors’ lo-

cal memories. The local memories/caches can therefore

viewed as a distributed meta-register file, Another possi-

ble optimization enabled by the availability of dataflow in-

formation and aggregate data transfers, is hiding memory

latencies by double buffering local memories and overlap-

ping data transfers with the computation of a previous task.

In summary, task pipelines leverage the coarse granular-

ity of tasks to hide memory latencies and distribute mem-

ory load across the CMP, and thereby avoid scalability bot-

tlenecks to which ILP pipelines are so susceptible.

6 Conclusions & Open Research

We have presented the case for Task Superscalar, a task-

level abstraction of out-of-order superscalar pipelines, that

uses processors as functional units. Task superscalar builds

on an emerging class of programming models that enable

programmers to annotate task inputs and outputs. Much

like ILP out-of-order pipelines, task superscalar dynami-

cally analyzes task inputs and outputs to uncover data de-

pendencies, identifies task parallelism, and schedules tasks

in a dataflow manner. It is shown that this approach can un-

cover hundreds of parallel tasks in common computational

kernels, and thereby has the potential to manage large-

scale CMPs. Consequently, task superscalar provides a

unified platform for both task and data parallelism.

The premise of task superscalar motivates research that

will facilitate efficient hardware implementations. This in-

cludes hardware support for task dependency decoding,

novel task and data scheduling algorithms, and task-level

compiler optimizations. Such research should draw from

existing knowledge on out-of-order ILP pipelines, aiming

to provide task-level managed parallelism.

We are currently engaged in the design and implemen-

tation of a Task Superscalar pipeline.
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